What are cookies?
Cookies are small text files that are saved on your computer or browser Mobile phone user from the
visited websites. Cookies are widespread used for web site functionality or to improve user
experience.
How do you accept or decline the use of cookies?
The users have the ability to set their own devices so they can accept all cookie, receive
notifications when a cookie is sent or receive no cookies at all.
By deleting the last option, some custom services may not be provided
The user may not be able to use all of them
The functionality of this website. If you do not want to receive cookies in general or if you do
If you want to refuse certain cookies, you can change your browser settings accordingly. However,
each browser is different, so you should consult the menu "Help" of the browser used for
information on how to modify the relative preferences to cookie.
How do I delete cookies?
If you want, you can delete cookies already received using the features that every browser is
available to you. Each browser is different, so it is appropriate to consult the "Help" menu of the
browser you are using.
How Soulridercamp.com use cookies?
"Information collected through cookies can help us analyze the use of cookies
You are browsing web sites from the user and help us provide a better user experience
Making a visit to our sites. The information collected through our cookies does not
They are used to identify you personally or to post advertising
e-mail or traditional mail, constantly respecting your privacy.
What types of cookies do we use and for what purposes?
The surfcamp.com website uses "session cookies" and "technical cookies" to facilitate
Service delivery. These cookies expire after 3 months. Also used are "cookies
analitical "to improve the performance of our websites through the collection of
Anonymous information on the number of visitors, on the site of origin and on how it comes
Used the site (for example, which pages are most frequently visited by most
dei visitors). Analytical tools and related cookies are used in particular
da Google Analytics (we invite users to read the relevant "information" on the
Web sites). Finally, we use cookies to customize content and ads,
To foster social media functions and analyze our traffic. We provide information on
the way you use our site to the advertising agencies, the institutes that perform the analysis
of web data.
Cookies of social networks
soulridercamp.com integrates some features of third party websites, especially some
social network. We do not have access to these cookies or control over them or the data
Cooked by these cookies, but let's know the users and we ask them to use them
elementi. For more information, we encourage you to consult the specifications
"informative" including lists of possible cookies used by the social networks here
Indicated below.
Facebook
The following Facebook features are integrated on surfcamp.com and they can recognize it
To enter Facebook cookies:
"I Like" button on Facebook (allows users to add a "I like an article on Facebook");
Facebook Connect (allows the user to access his Facebook account and interact with

soulridercamp.com through the account);
Facebook Social Graph (allows our websites to extract Facebook items and put them on
soulridercamp.com and vice versa (such as user profile images or public Facebook events).
YouTube and Google
YouTube or Google features are integrated into surfcamp.com and can recognize or insert YouTube
or Google cookies.
Twitter
Twitter features are integrated into surfcamp.com and can recognize or insert Twitter cookies.

